
Konditorimontre Metos Cube II 1000, serveringsmodell

Produktdata
 

Varenummer 4310423
Varenavn Konditorimontre Metos Cube II 1000,

serveringsmodell
Størrelse 985 × 725 × 1324 mm
Vægt 207,000 kg
Kapasitet exponeringsyta 1,46m2
Teknisk informasjon 230 V, 0,569 kW, 1NPE, 50 Hz
Kjølemedie R1234YF
 

Beskrivelse

Stylish Metos Cube II 1000 glass display for full-service has a trendy
design and helps the products to look attractive on every shelf,
providing a fine framework for the sales.
The sales area of this spacious glass display is 1.46 m2. This glass
display has three tempered glass shelves equipped with a cooling fan for
even cool air circulation. The top structure of the glass display is
made of tempered double glass which keeps the inside of the display cool
and prevents it from misting. The sliding doors with ball bearings on
the seller's side are easy to open. The front glass is hinged, which
makes it easy to keep the glass display clean.
The LED-light at the top part of the Metos Cube II 1000 full-service
display and the glass shelves provide a clear and almost unobstructed
view on the display with its visible black frame adding the sense of
integrity. The bottom plate and the bottom panel of the display are grey
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(RAL 9006), available also in other RAL-colours at a separate price. The
explicit design of this glass display allows it to be placed in a coffee
house, bakery, transport station or a hotel lobby.
The glass display, equipped with an electronic control unit, has an
automatic defrosting and evaporation of the meltwater.
The temperature range is +4...+8?C (ambient temperature +25?C and
relative humidity 60%). A handy pull-out machinery for quicker
maintenance.
3 tempered glass shelves
sales area 1.46 m2
LED-light at the top of the glass display
sliding doors with ball bearing on the seller's side
hinged front glass
temperature range +4...+8?C (ambient temperature +25?C and relative
humidity 60%)
electronic control
fan cooling
automatic defrosting and evaporation of meltwater
pull-out machinery
FACTORY OPTIONS (to be ordered with the appliance):
the colour of the bottom plate and bottom panel available in different
RAL-colours
illuminated decorative elements available for the bottom panel
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